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Jaypee Brothers Medical Publishers (P) Ltd., 2015. Softcover.
Book Condition: New. ? Written in simple and lucid language. ?
Exam-oriented book with unique collection of last 20 years
solved question papers. ? Easy explanation of subjects, such as
Pharmacology, Pathology, Microbiology, and Dental Materials. ?
Includes multiple choice questions (MCQs), fill in the blanks as
added by DCI in the latest curriculum. ? High quality
photographs and illustrations along with explanatory legends
for easy understanding. ? Incorporates recent and international
classification systems by eminent professional bodies, WHO and
National Health Programmes. ? Consists of solved papers of year
2014. ? Point-wise answers for quick learning. ? Proper H & E
stained histological figures are given in colour plates for better
understanding of Pathology. ? Clinical overview in various
chapters for highlighting clinical applications. ? Topics are
explained in flowcharts, tables and diagrams. ? A highly
structured, user-friendly, systemic and attractive layout with
enriched illustrations. ? Quick revision resource for exam
preparations and viva voce. Printed Pages: 434.
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It in a single of the best pdf. it had been writtern quite properly and beneficial. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Ma xim o Johns-- Mr . Ma xim o Johns

Thorough guide! Its such a very good go through. It is really simplified but surprises in the 50 % from the ebook. You
will like how the blogger write this ebook.
-- Mr . B r a ndt K ihn-- Mr . B r a ndt K ihn
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